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A Message from the Head
At the start of the school year, I asked our pupils to think about how 
they might develop important ‘ABC’ characteristics as learners at The 
Mount, Mill Hill International: how they might become Altruistic, Brave 
and Curious both within and beyond the curriculum.

That our international pupils have shown selfless acts of altruism over 
the year is evident in many aspects of their time here at Mill Hill. Our 
long established relationship with the charity AGE UK has brought many 
rewards for all involved. AGE UK’s mission is to provide companionship, 
advice and support for older people who need it most. We are honoured 
that we have had the opportunity to have some small part in this mission 
through the Digital Learning, visits to care homes, fundraising activities 
and taking part in a Social Innovation Project. 

It is certainly a true adage that the more you put in, the more you get 
out of life. This is particularly true when it comes to opting to take part 
in co-curricular activities but for many of our pupils it also takes much 
bravery to step outside their comfort zone and try completely new experiences. I am pleased to verify 
that this has been taken on board by our pupils and it is particularly impressive to see this even in those 
staying for a short while, committing to take part in a host of co-curricular activities such as fencing, 
Raspberry Pi club, chess, STEM club, Ted Talks, House Music competition, Chapel Choir, representing 
the House in a Cross Country Running Competition and many more sporting activities, representing the 
school in their teams. An endeavour enjoyed by our Year 11 pupils this year was the preparation for the 
Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Award. The year-long preparation for the award involving community service, 
acquisition of new skills as well as the navigational know-how showed true commitment in our Year 11 
pupils.

And so to the third of the habits of mind developed in our pupils: curiosity. This characteristic is, I 
believe, one of the most important to cultivate. A desire to know more makes the boundaries of our 
learning limitless. It is curiosity that will drive you to try new things, to find out more about the people 
with whom you share your class, your house, your room. Curiosity is creative. What I particularly admire 
about curious pupils is their ability to look beyond themselves. In an age where we see so many people 
who are locked into their world as they move around, wearing headphones and earphones or looking 
down into their ubiquitous mobile phones, it is all the more important to open our ears and eyes to the 
wonderful world that we live in. It was therefore particularly gratifying to have had some keen Raspberry 
Pi enthusiasts who found out about the animals in our neighbourhood by making night cameras to 
document their nightly visits.

As you read this newsletter, you will find many more examples of the three attributes developed in our 
pupils over the year.

Here’s wishing you all a wonderful summer holiday and for those returning to the School in September, 
I look forward to seeing you all and welcoming you back to introduce our new pupils
for 2019-20.

Ms Bellotti
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Prize Giving Ceremony
Our fourth annual prize-giving service took place on Thursday 27 June in the Mill Hill School 
Foundation chapel. We were joined by a number of parents, guardians, educational agents, 
governors and even Mrs Pond, former headmistress of The Mount School. This year the service 
was also live streamed on the internet so that people could tune in from across the globe. You 
can watch the service at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MryLzMFfKhQ

Our guest speaker this year was Dr Umar Ahmad, an Old Millhillian and a doctor, 
researcher and entrepreneur. He delivered an eloquent and fascinating speech 
about his professional experiences and on how his school years had shaped him. 
He encouraged all pupils to find ways to involve themselves fully in the school  
community. 

Three Year 11 pupils also gave moving speeches exploring their experiences at MMHI and 
offering advice to future pupils. They also took the opportunity to thank their teachers. Twenty-
four prizes were awarded to pupils in Year 9, 10, 11 and Fast Track for their academic effort or 
academic achievement. This year the major prizes were won by Hessam Ghazi for outstanding 
contribution to co-curricular activities; to Laura Meyer for her outstanding contribution to the 
School community and to Yoshiaki Shiokawa for being an Ambassador for the School. 

After the service in chapel, parents, pupils, staff and guests enjoyed a delicious afternoon tea 
in the beautiful sunshine in the grounds of MMHI. This was also an opportunity to view the Art 
and Design and Technology work of our pupils this year.  

Ms Proudlove
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Leavers’ Ball 
The Year 11 Summer Ball took place on 
Friday 21 June at MMHI. Upon arrival, 
pupils walked through the balloon 
archway to be greeted by paparazzi on a 
red carpet, who eagerly awaited to take 
their photos. They then proceeded to the 
terrace where they enjoyed strawberry 
mocktails and canapés. From there, we 
entered the Dining Hall filled with fairy 
lights and sat down to a delicious two 
course dinner. The evening concluded 
with a retro-themed dance hall containing 
a DJ and light-up dance floor - even 
Ms Bellotti couldn’t resist a dance! The 
photo corner, filled with silly dressing 
up props, completed the evening and 
everyone had fun taking memorable 
snaps of the evening. It was a brilliant 
evening and a lovely way to end the year. 

Maho Sugo (Year 11, New House)

Sports Day 
The end of term saw the annual Mill Hill 
School Sports Day take place, with Year 
9 and 10 pupils from MMHI representing 
the two Boarders teams. The Sports Day 
consisted of a morning of team multisport 
activities, followed by an athletics 
competition. 

MMHI pupils contributed to a number 
of successes in the morning - including 
winning performances in badminton, 
netball and the Tug of War. The overall 
competition was won by Atkinson House.

Well done to all of the pupils who took part 
and supported their House. 

Mr Bedford
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Duke of Edinburgh’s Expedition 
On the weekend of 15th June, ten pupils 
from The Mount, Mill Hill International 
completed an arduous 24km assessed 
expedition in the rolling countryside of 
the Chiltern Hills. Two teams walked this 
distance through the hills, completing 
projects such as documenting the 
landscape and recording local flora. 
The pupils demonstrated key skills 
such as navigation, teamwork and 
self-reliance to overcome the varied 
challenges. The teams did very well and 
the Assessor was happy to pass them 
for the expedition section of their awards. Now all that is left for many of the participants is to 
complete their activities records and then they will be awarded with their Duke of Edinburgh’s 
Bronze certificate and a blazer badge or broach. The expedition was the final part of the Duke of 
Edinburgh’s Bronze award programme which recognises young people for involvement in their 
communities and completing difficult expeditions independently. Many thanks to Mr Evans and 
Ms Proudlove for their enthusiasm and hard work supporting the trip. 

Mr Gifford

UKMT Mathematics Challenge 
For the pupils at MMHI, participation in the UK Mathematics Trust Intermediate (UKMT) 
Mathematics Challenge has become a bit of a school tradition. And as part of this ongoing 
tradition our pupils tend to perform reasonably well in this competition. This year was no 
different as 60 pupils that took part in the first round and 26 of them won awards. This year, 
however, there were only four individuals who qualified for the Intermediate Mathematical 
Olympiad Kangaroo competition. At this stage there was one merit with two of the four pupils 
missing the merit by one mark. Among the younger candidates, there was one individual who 
was invited to take part in the UKMT STEM Masterclass Celebration event at the Royal Institution 
in London. At this event pupils have the opportunity to meet like-minded students from across 
London, the South East, East of England and Midlands; and take part in talks covering topics 
in Mathematics, Engineering and Computer Science, as well as puzzles and a competitions.  

Mr Garsee 
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Summer Fair 
On Saturday 22nd June, we held the annual 
Summer Fair that was a great success. As a 
relative newcomer to the school, I was not 
sure what to expect, but I could not have 
asked for a more perfect day. The weather was 
beautifully sunny, which was ideal for enjoying 
an ice cold drink and tasty burger outside, or 
for those seeking shelter from the sun, some 
delicious cupcakes, bubble tea and ice cream 
in the shade. 

The tremendous effort, collaboration and 
creativity of the pupils and staff was on display. 
There was an impressive range of activities for 
both young and old, as well as a wide variety 
of items on sale. It was clear that many smiles 
on the day were the result of prizes won, 
things bought and good conversations.

The school raised £500 for the charity United World Schools, which is an organisation that 
builds and develops community schools for out-of-school children in South East Asia.  

Ms Langrish

Sports Successes 
Congratulations to Lucy Liu, Zoe Tan, Yihan He, Yuhan Zhang, Nikki Zhuang and Sharlotta 
Iakovtseva in Year 10 who represented the Mill Hill School Foundation in Rounders this term, 
regularly playing fixtures against other schools. 

Well done to Laura Meyer, who represented the Foundation U15 Tennis team this term. 
Laura regularly attended Games and practice sessions to work her way into the team.  

Mr Bedford
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Wellbeing Week 
One Foundation is a phrase coined as late, but it 
epitomises the way in which our family of schools work 
closely together to a shared set of goals and values. As 
part of our commitment to these values, the Foundation 
led a Wellbeing Week from Monday 29th April to Friday 
2nd May, across all schools. We at MMHI are aware of the 
importance to cultivate an environment that benefits 
and nurtures the mental health of pupils and staff. It 
was our first Wellbeing Week, so we did not know what 
to expect, however it was an overwhelming success, 
which inspired staff and pupils alike to incorporate 
measures in their daily lives to improve our emotional 
wellbeing and mental health.

During the wellbeing week the activities followed one 
of these five themes: getting connected; getting active; 
being mindful; keep learning and giving to others.

The week was successful due to the commitment and 
collaboration from our wonderful staff at The Mount, 
Mill Hill International. The week started off with an 
educational assembly led by Ms Moustafa, where 
she explained why it is important for us to look after 
our emotional wellbeing and mental health. This was 
followed by a music concert arranged by Ms Derry; the 
pupils’ performances were impressive and professional, 
especially Hugo’s piano composition. Ms Proudlove 
arranged pet therapy sessions and chocolate meditation; 
both events were extremely popular and well received. 
Ahiko and Laura both said that yoga meditation led by 
Ms McInerney, was a wonderful calming experience.

Ms Donnelly made some wonderful lunchtime smoothies, 
and Ms Delatour with Nicholas and Victor established a 
wonderful vegetable and fruit garden bed.

The week was incredibly successful, with pupils and staff 
alike continuing to use the methods and techniques to 
address their mental health and emotional wellbeing.  

Ms Langrish
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Residential Trip to Edinburgh 
As part of Activities Week, pupils visited 
the historic city of Edinburgh. On the first 
day, pupils visited Edinburgh Castle and the 
Scottish National Gallery. Pupils particularly 
enjoyed viewing the Crown Jewels and the 
prison cells. 

The second day was filled with exciting 
guided tours, starting with the Dynamic Earth 
Museum where pupils had the chance to 
learn about the forces of nature shaping our 
planet, and go on a 4D adventure around the 
world. Next came the Edinburgh Dungeons 
where pupils were taken on an immersive 
journey through Edinburgh’s darkest history, 
interacting with live actors where Laura and Parmis were tried and convicted of witchcraft! 
A highlight for pupils and staff was the Ceilidh dancing lessons where pupils practised each 
routine and then perfected their moves to Gaelic folk music in groups. A video of the Ceilidh 
can be seen on our Instagram page.

Before pupils returned to London, they went to the Camera Obscura World of Illusions offering 
panoramic views across Edinburgh and five floors of interactive, hands-on optical illusions. The 
good weather allowed for a final trip to the seaside town of Portobello which was enjoyed by all. 

Ms McDonagh

Work Experience 
From Monday 17 to Friday 21 June Year 11 
pupils took part in work experience. There 
was a variety of placements that pupils 
participated in, ranging from working at 
a modelling agency to helping out at an 
accountancy firm. Employers were delighted 
with the enthusiasm of our pupils and their 
professional attitude to work. Harry Leong 
who worked at a local primary school was 
surprised by how enjoyable and rewarding 
he found the experience: “I loved reading 
with the children and helping them with their 
Maths.” 

Miss Derry
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Trinity Arts Award 
This year, eighteen pupils in Year 9 and Fast Track worked towards completing the 
Trinity Bronze Arts Award, a national qualification in the Arts that is equivalent to half a 
GCSE. This was completed during their Music lessons and required pupils to participate 
in a range of arts events, including watching the School’s Coffee Morning Concerts, 
performing in events and teaching each other a skill. Alireza Shabaniverki (Year 9) was able 
to expand his interests through the Arts Award: “I really liked watching and talking about 
the concerts – I don’t think I would have attended them if it wasn’t for the Arts Award and 
now I think everybody should go! I’ve learnt so much about performing and playing.”  

Miss Derry 

ISA Favonius Senior Essay Prizes 
For the first time this year, we entered the Independent 
Schools’ Association Favonius Senior Essay Prize. Under the 
rules of the competition, we were entitled to submit just one 
girl’s and one boy’s creative writing. It was a difficult decision 
for Miss Proudlove to choose which narratives to submit as 
many of her class produced credible pieces for the suggested 
titles.  

In the boys’ competition, Aphiwich (Guy) Kasintorn, was 
awarded “Highly Commended”. The adjudicator, Mr Jon Dixon, Head of Sixth Form at the Dixie 
Grammar School said, “Guy Kasintorn of The Mount, Mill Hill deserves a ‘Highly Commended’ for 
his piece – ‘The Empty Sky’. Set in a presumably post-apocalyptic world, this highly enjoyable 
story tells of a time when nature has evolved to be deadly to humans and venturing above 
ground is something that you avoid at all costs…”

In the girls’ competition there was also great news. Aphisada (Grace) Kasintorn was awarded 
second place for her Story entitled “Bad Habits”. Mr Dixon commented, “This was a moving tale 
about loss and how the habits and rituals that make up our lives persist even beyond the death 
of a partner.”

Here’s a quotation from Grace’s story: It was usually her job to wake him up and tell him to get 
ready for work, but there was no need. Not today. But she couldn’t help it; it was one of her 
habits.

Congratulations Guy and Grace. 

Miss Proudlove
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Science Museum Trip 
Enrichment activities have featured strongly in the 
2018-19 science curriculum, so it is fitting that the 
end of year visits included a trip to the world class 
Science Museum in London. Pupils enjoyed the 
interactive exhibits in the Wonderlab including a 
bubble show, an enactment of Newton’s Laws of 
motion using rockets and hydrogen gas as well as 
other rocket propellants, demonstrations of the Tesla 
effect and the wonders of dry ice. Several pupils 
took the opportunity to experience flight simulations 
in the RAF red arrows flight simulators while 
others explored the history of journeys into space, 
the mathematics of science and the digital age.  

Dr Biswas 

Recipe for Life 
Year 11 pupils who joined our Social Innovation Club focused on how we could better connect 
with the older people in our local community. Through many innovative ideas and trials they 
decided to connect through the medium of food. A recipe book was recorded, compiled and 
created, that was dedicated to commemorate and capture the rich history and stories of the 
Mill Hill community through the medium of storytelling and recipes. The book was the result 
of the partnership between The Mount, Mill Hill International with the goal to encapsulate and 
pass on the bountiful chronicles of the past to the present generation, exploring the evolution of 
food throughout the generation. Each recipe contains a rich story that defines what it is today. 
With such a wide collection of 
anecdotes and recipes within the 
palm of your hands, be curious 
and explore the missing link 
between the past and the present!  

Ms Moustafa
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Bank of England Trip 
Year 11 pupils visited the Bank of England Museum 
where they had a lecture about the history of the 
Bank, what the Bank of England does, and how 
this affects the citizens in a country. In the centre 
of the museum is a large model of a ship and the 
pupils attempted to keep the rate of inflation stable 
through various activities. The Bank of England 
stores around 400,000 gold bars. We did not have 
access to this but pupils did have the opportunity 
to hold a real gold bar weighing over 13kgs. The 
final section of the museum contains 300 years 
of history of the bank notes used in the UK.  

Mr Michael 

Cookery 
As part of the Post-GCSE programme, pupils were given the 
opportunity to participate in a three half-day Cookery course. 
On the first day they learnt how to cook a lemon chicken stir 
fry and chocolate soufflé. On the second morning they made 
a variety of different breads and treated the staff to a lovely 
afternoon tea selection. On the final morning the pupils baked a 
range of goodies that were then sold for charity for the Summer 
Fayre. “Graham, our teacher, was fantastic; he was really funny 
and made the instructions really simple and easy to follow. My 
favourite dish was the lemon chicken stir fry and I can’t wait to 
cook it for my parents this summer”

(Grace Kasintorn, Year 11). Miss Derry 

It has been an enthralling year in the kitchen for our Year 9 and 10 pupils. From the very 
beginning the pupils have been outstanding in their enthusiasm and energy for the subject. 
Starting the year with recipes designed to be completed in sixty minutes, the pupils have 
focused on basic cake-making skills. From reading and following a recipe carefully, to 
precision with measuring ingredients and oven timings, the class have gone from complete 
amateurs to following a recipe with very little instruction. They have turned their hands to 
simple strawberry cheesecakes, brownies, lemon drizzle cakes and Japanese roll cakes. 
Occasionally, pupils ventured into the culinary world of savoury dishes, becoming adept 
at rolling Temaki Sushi. Needing very little encouragement to raise money for Unites World 
Schools, our pupils have all received a Head’s Commendations for their sterling efforts.   

Ms Donnelly
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Film in a Day 
Our pupils turned actor, director and producer as they spent the 
day on location with a fantastic film workshop, delivered by the 
superb staff at Sparks. After a morning spent learning the ins 
and outs of work behind the camera, pupils wrote, starred in and 
directed their own films, before watching a premiere of the uncut 
movies at the end of the day. It was amazing to see pupils putting 
their creative powers to the test, working as a team to meet the 
deadline and complete an Oscar-worthy piece of movie magic.  

Mr Bedford 

Language Leaders 
On Friday 14 June, several pupils from The 
Mount, Mill Hill International developed their 
language teaching skills by spending the 
afternoon working with Year 5 and 6 pupils 
at Belmont School. For two years now our 
pupils have acted as Language Leaders, 
giving the young pupils quick lessons in a 
variety of languages. This year, pupils expertly 
and patiently taught Japanese, Russian, 
Ukrainian and Mandarin. By using a range 
of teaching materials and methods such 
as including flashcards, bingo and drilling, 
pupils at Belmont were able to grasp the 
basics and have some fun at the same time!  

Mr Pritchett
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Architecture in a Day 
Pupils learned about the role of an architect, with a series of 
workshops covering design and construction. Starting with 2D 
triangles, pupils built a series of tetrahedrons and octahedrons 
to help them construct a variety of structures, including 
skyscrapers and a Ferris Wheel. In the afternoon, pupils used 
their knowledge of different habitats to help them build a life-
size shelter suitable for use in desserts, rainforests or the arctic.  

Mr Bedford

Student Council
Here at The Mount, Mill Hill International we truly believe in the power of the pupil’s voice. Pupil 
voices about changing things – whether that is the school environment, policies, behaviours, 
opinions or something else. Pupils representing other pupils have the highest level of influence, 
as they are the best form of representation. 

The main achievement this year has been the refurbishment of the Pupil Common Room; it was 
great to the see the sense of fulfilment on everyone’s faces as they returned to the school after 
a long Easter holiday. A special thank you to Sharlotta and Rodion who led this campaign and 
have made a significant change to the wellbeing and school environment for others. 

Ms Langrish 

Fast Track IELTS Success
It is with great pleasure we announce the IELTS 
results for our inaugural Fast Track Pupils. With 
most pupils arriving in September 2018 at A2 
level of English, 100% of the pupils made one 
band of progress on the CEFR in two terms 
and 70% made two bands of progress, with 
most achieving between 5.5 and 6 overall, 
equivalent to B2 level. It is a great achievement 
and a testament to the hard work of the 
pupils and staff in achieving these excellent 
scores in the first year of a new course.  

Mr Pritchett 
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Tiddler Performance 
Pupils at Grimsdell were treated to a 
performance of the story of Tiddler by Year 11 
pupils in June. Armed only with a basic script, 
the pupils created an array of colourful and 
dynamic costumes and scenery for the play. 
Simple music refrains, beautifully performed 
lines and acting worthy of an Academy Award 
led to a heartfelt round of applause by the 
delighted and delightful pupils at Grimsdell.  

Ms Donnelly 

Business and Finance Session
It is a fact that teenagers know more about mobile phones 
than about managing their money. Consequently many 
young people find it hard to make the right decisions when it 
comes to their finances. The personal finance lesson looked at 
teaching pupils to live within their means. We discussed the 
basics of money management and how to create a budget. 
We looked at the causes of debt and the debt spiral. The 
pupils worked through several scenarios recommending to 
the characters what they could do to avoid getting into debt. 
Hopefully, now if they are tempted to borrow, they will stop 
and think first about how and when they will pay it back.  

Mr Michael
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Community Volunteering 
As part of the Post-GCSE Programme our Year 11 pupils 
gave up their time to volunteer at Waitrose in Whetstone 
to raise money and awareness for Age UK, the country’s 
largest charity dedicated to helping everyone make the 
most of later life. Our pupils spent two hours helping 
older shoppers pack their bags and took the time to talk 
to them, a precious commodity in this age of automatic 
check-outs. They all thoroughly enjoyed the experience 
of giving back to our local community while raising 
money for a good cause. We raised a total of £96.81.  

Ms Moustafa 

Raspberry Pi at MMHI 
Yet again, our Raspberry Pi and Electronics club has yielded 
some interesting results. 

Our Night Vision Camera, running on a raspberry pi and 
some clever programming managed by Alessandro D’Aloia 
(Year 9) has shown us some interesting animal images from 
inside the School grounds at night.

Yoshiaki Shiokawa (Year 11) has now completed his robot 
rover vehicle, which runs by remotes pre-programmed 
instructions over WiFi. This was a major step forwards for 
Yoshikai, who hurdled over the various issues that arose in 
the planning and making stages to produce a successful 
outcome. 

Mr Evans
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Farewell to Miss Derry
Miss Derry is one of our teachers who started when the school was founded. As teacher of Music 
and English, she has ably juggled two subjects over the past 4 years. She has helped pupils 
find their musical talents and encouraged their participation in orchestras, choirs, bands and 
concerts. Generous with her time outside of the classroom, Miss Derry has taught Music GCSE 
outside of the timetable, she has led numerous concerts at school and given opportunities for 
all pupils to persevere with their individual instruments. Not afraid of taking on new work and 
responsibilities, despite the onerous work of teaching two subjects, Miss Derry became the Year 
11 coordinator this year and oversaw the application to Sixth Forms for all our Year 11 pupils. 
More recently, she has tirelessly worked on the post GCSE programme, the work experience 
week and the leavers’ ball.  Always willing and available, Miss Derry has remained a steady 
presence over the last four years and is known for her energetic and can-do attitude. She will 
be sorely missed next year; we wish her every success in her new post at Bedford Modern.  

Ms Bellotti 

Drugs and Addiction Talk
Once again this June we were joined by Simon Leigh who 
delivered an informative, interactive and engaging talk about 
Drugs and Addiction. Simon Leigh is a UKRCP Registered 
Independent Counsellor specialising in the treatment 
of addictive disorders. His talk focuses on dispelling 
myths and teaching facts about drugs and the issues 
and problems surrounding drugs and their side effects.  

Miss Proudlove
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Dragon’s Den
In our final activity of term, pupils took part in our 
own episode of the TV show, Dragon’s Den, 
forming their own business and designing, 
budgeting, marketing and pitching their own 
unique line of cupcakes. Faced with three 
fearsome dragons – Ms Bellotti, Ms Langrish and 
Mr Pritchett – each team took turned to deliver 
their pitch, highlighting their unique selling 
point of their product and discussing their 
brand in depth, before responding to questions. 

Winners were: 

• Best Presenter – Guy Kasintorn (Year 11)

• Best Cupcake Design – Cupcake Delight
(Krish Anadkat, Jenny Cheng, Alireza
Shabaniverki, Javad Shirinov, Kevin Van Wittenberge-Guillez)

• Best Packaging Design – Snickerdoodle (Burak Sahin, Eytan Taric Afya, Mariyam
Adamsopiyeva, Sara Hettiarachchi, Otto Ozer.

• Best Overall Business Idea – Future Bake (Derin Kemer, Luka Khobelia, Sharlotta
Iakovtseva, Faisal Alrakhis, Alessandro D’Aloia, Abulkhair Mergaliyev)

Mr Bedford

Useful Dates
(I)GCSE Results Day

Welcome Reception 

Start of Term 

Residential Trip to Condover Hall

Half Term  

Thursday 22 August 

Wednesday 4 September 

Thursday 5 September 

Friday 27 September

Friday 18 October
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